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Mesoporous MCM-41 materials with a distinct N2-sorption hysteresis behavior have been prepared from
pure silica and aluminosilicate-C16 trimethylammonium (TMA)Br systems by a delayed neutralization
procedure. On the basis of the analysis of transmission electron microscopy micrographs of these MCM-41
materials, we observed that the sample with large type-H4 hysteresis loop atp/p0 between 0.5 and 1.0 contains
extensive structural defect holes amid the nanochannels. These holes are irregular in shape and their size
distributes between 5.0 and 30.0 nm. The pore-blocking effect leads to the hysteresis in desorption.
Aluminosilicate MCM-41 often possesses a larger hysteresis loop than pure silica MCM-41. The linear channel
system of MCM-41 becomes effectively interconnected through these defect holes. The unusual adsorption
hysteresis is associated with the pore-blocking effect around the embedded voids in the framework structures.
The size of the adsorption-desorption hysteresis loop is proportional to the volume of hole defects in the
nanochannels, and it is dependent on the synthesis conditions such as water content, Si/Al ratio, and morphology.
Tubular morphology is often associated with large hysteresis behavior and thus more hole defects. The
interconnecting channels through defect holes thus makes the diffusion of molecules inside the MCM-41
structure more effective, which is important in catalysis applications.

1. Introduction

Since their discovery,1 the mesoporous silica MCM-41
materials have been extensively investigated for numerous
applications such as catalyst support, adsorbent, and electronic
and optical devices.2-4 In particular, they have shown great
potential in catalysis and adsorption because of their large
surface area (∼1000 m2/g) and tunable pore size (1.5-20.0 nm).
Their pore size is larger than that of the typical zeolite, and
thus MCM-41 can allow bigger molecules in the pore.5-8

According to the results of many previous investigations,9-12

the structure of these mesoporous MCM-41 materials usually
consists of uniform one-dimensional nanochannels. However,
the highly ordered one-dimensional MCM-41 channels would
make the interchannel transportation ineffective, especially for
larger molecules. Thus, mesoporous systems with more effective
interchannel accessibility are interesting candidates for many
applications. They allow faster mass transport for reactants or
products in catalytic reactions and in adsorption of bigger
molecules.9 These materials are particularly suitable for industri-
ally important catalytic reactions such as dehydrogenation,
hydrocracking, and hydrodesulfurization, where catalyst deac-
tivation by coking is a major problem.13 To extend the
application of these mesoporous materials, it is highly desirable
to find a way to improve the accessibility of MCM-41 channel
systems.

MCM-48, which has a bicontinuous three-dimensional net-
work structure, would be a good candidate for catalyst or catalyst
support because of the high accessibility of its mesoporous
channel system.14 However, owing to its low hydrothermal and

thermal stability, the application of MCM-48 is restricted.
Recently, a family of mesoporous molecular sieves with stable
framework structure (denoted as MSU-G) has been successfully
synthesized.15,16MSU-G can have either a vesiclelike hierarchi-
cal structure, a wormlike mesoporous structure, or a bicontinu-
ous nanoporous silica structure. Both the methods for preparing
a molecular sieve with bimodal pore system and bicontinuous
network structure were also provided. The former allows better
mass transport within its framework structure (large pore system)
and possesses high surface area (small pore system). It was
proposed that mesoporous materials with high porosity could
be obtained by varying the synthesis procedure and gel
composition. For wormhole silica framework (denoted as HMS),
it was previously found that textural mesoporosity could be
controlled and their catalytic activity in some liquid phase
reaction is greatly dependent on the textural porosity for
transporting the reagent to the pore sites.17 However, these HMS
materials are made, using neutral surfactant, in acid synthesis
conditions,18 which leads to smaller particles19 and thus larger
interparticle porosity. The acid-made materials are usually less
stable, thermally and hydrothermally, or the smallness of
particles is not convenient in applications.

The MCM-41 materials made in alkaline condition are,
however, more stable and of larger grain size. Postsynthesis
treatments can further improve their stability to a higher
degree.20,21 The remaining problem of large-sized particulate
MCM-41 in catalytic applications seems to be its difficulties in
transporting reagents. Thus, it would be desirable to fabricate
MCM-41 with interchannel connections. It is the purpose of
this paper to show that better interchannel connections can be
achieved in MCM-41 by creating a large amount of defect
cavities in the channel system. We shall discuss the synthesis
method, the evidence, and its origin.

Previously, we have provided a convenient “delayed neu-
tralization” method for the alkaline synthesis of pure silica and
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aluminosilicate MCM-41.22 Besides, large-sized TWT (tubule-
within-tubule) hierarchical structure could be obtained through
a gradual acidification process.23,24Here, we found that MCM-
41 prepared from the gel compositions has a special type of
N2-sorption isotherms.25 There exists an unusual type-H4
hysteresis loop (according to IUPAC terminology), especially
in the case of aluminosilicate MCM-41. The origin of this
hysteresis loop was not clearly identified previously. In this
paper, we shall show detailed transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) micrographs and the adsorption-desorption isotherms
to understand the unusual behavior.

We have previously studied a series of molybdenum oxide
and iron oxide catalysts supported on this defect-embedded
MCM-41 and the catalyzed ethylbenzene dehydrogenation
reaction.26 The performance of catalyst with support of different
morphology was examined. When TWT MCM-41 with a large
type-H4 hysteresis loop was used as the catalyst support, the
catalytic activity was the highest. We have explained the
enhanced activity of this catalyst by correlating the type-H4
hysteresis loop with the formation of structural defects in the
TWT MCM-41 framework. These defects will cause interchan-
nel connection and hence facilitate the diffusion of reactant and
product in the catalyst. At the same time, we did not provide
adequate characterization results to reveal the true nature of these
defects. Besides, the controlling factors of MCM-41 synthesis
on the property of defects were not provided. In this paper, we
followed on our previous study but focused mainly on the
physical nature of these defects.

In this paper, we shall provide the N2 adsorption-desorption
and microtome TEM results to further support our proposal that
the type-H4 hysteresis loop is attributed to defects in the
framework of MCM-41. Furthermore, we have examined the
controlling factors of MCM-41 synthesis, including water
content and Al/Si ratio, on the size of this hysteresis loop. In
addition, the amount of structural defects is also closely related
to the morphology of MCM-41. Especially for the TWT
morphology, the nanochannels of MCM-41 become effectively
interconnected and could provide better transport of large
molecules in the framework structure.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Materials.The silica source is sodium silicate (27% SiO2,
14% NaOH) from Aldrich, and the source of aluminum is
sodium aluminate (NaAlO2) from Riedel-de Hae¨n. The tem-
plating agents are alkyltrimethylammonium halides [CnH2n+1-
(CH3)3NX; n ) 10-16 and CnTMAX; X ) Cl or Br] purchased
from either Tokyo Chemical Industry or Acroˆs. Sulfuric acid
(H2SO4; 96%) is from Merck. All these chemicals were used
directly without further purification.

2.2. Synthesis.The typical synthesis procedure for preparing
pure silica and aluminosilicate MCM-41 is based on the delayed-
neutralization process reported in our previous paper.22,23 To
prepare pure-silica MCM-41 materials, sodium silicate was
added to a clear aqueous solution of the surfactant under stirring
and a gel mixture was formed. After stirring for about 10 min
at room temperature, a proper amount of 1.10 M sulfuric acid
was added into the gel mixture with a pipette. This step takes
up to 30 min. The pH value of the final mixture was adjusted
to about 10. Generally, the molar composition of the resultant
gel to prepare the well-ordered MCM-41 materials is: 1.0 Cn-
TMAX: 2.10 SiO2: (0-0.21) NaAlO2: (1.63-1.20) NaOH:
(0.67-0.40) H2SO4: (50-500) H2O. However, TWT products
can be obtained only in a narrow range of water content, Si/Al
ratio, temperature, or upon the addition of 1-alkanols. The

detailed synthetic procedures and components can be found
elsewhere.23,24 The resultant gel mixture was hydrothermally
reacted at 100°C for 48 h in a static autoclave. The as-
synthesized product was recovered by filtration and washed
thoroughly with deionized water. The dried product was then
calcined at 560°C in air for 6 h toremove the template.

2.3. Characterization. The powdered X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns of the as-synthesized and calcined samples were
collected on a Scintag X1 diffractometer using Cu KR (λ )
0.154 nm) radiation. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of the
calcined samples were obtained on a Micromeritics ASAP 2010
system at 77 K. The samples were outgassed at 250°C under
a pressure of 10-3 Torr for at least 3 h. Bulk mesoporous
materials for TEM characterization were embedded in Spur resin
and cured at 60°C overnight. Ultrathin sections (approximately
60-90 nm) were cut from the embedded specimen using a
diamond knife at room temperature. They were laid on copper
grids. TEM micrographs were taken with a Hitachi H-7100
instrument operated at 75-100 keV. Scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) micrographs were taken with a Hitachi S-800
instrument operated at an accelerating voltage of 20 keV. The

Figure 1. XRD patterns (A) and N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms
(B) of MCM-41. I: Si/Al ) ∞, water/C16TMABr ) 352 (particle); II:
Si/Al ) ∞, water/C16TMABr ) 225 (particle); III: Si/Al) 37, water/
C16TMABr ) 168 (TWT); IV: Si/Al ) 37, water/C16TMABr ) 279
(particle).
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solid state29Si or 27Al magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR
experiments were performed at room temperature on a Bruker
MSL 300 or 500 NMR spectrometer with a magnetic field of
6.6 or 11 T, respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Adsorption Hysteresis in MCM-41.Figure 1A shows
the XRD patterns of the calcined MCM-41 samples synthesized
from C16TMABr-silicate (samples I and II are pure silica
MCM-41 samples in particulate form) and aluminosilicate
compositions (samples III and IV are aluminosilicate MCM-41
materials of Si/Al) 37; sample III is in TWT morphology,
but sample IV is in microparticle form) at various water content
(as listed in figure caption) by using the delayed neutralization
process. There exist at least four sharp XRD peaks for all these
samples, indicating well-ordered hexagonal structure of MCM-
41. These results are consistent with previously reported results
that the incorporation of aluminum into silica framework does
not have a significant effect on the ordering of mesostructure.
When examining the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of
these samples (Figure 1B), one can clearly see that a sharp
inflection that is common to all these samples exists atp/p0 )
0.32. This inflection is typical of a capillary condensation
process and thep/p0 value corresponds to a pore size of about
2.6 nm (calculated from the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda method).
The pore size distribution of these samples is also narrow, and
the full width at half-maximum is only 0.12-0.14 nm.27

However, samples II, III, and IV possess an additional uncom-
mon type-H4 hysteresis loop atp/p0 between 0.5 and 1. The
assignment of hysteresis is made according to de Boer’s
classification. Here, we define the size of the hysteresis loop in

the isotherm as the difference in N2 adsorption volume between
the desorption and adsorption branches in the range stated above.
The size of the hysteresis loop decreases in the order: sample
III (150 cm3/g STP)> IV (50 cm3/g STP)> II (16 cm3/g STP)
> I (0 cm3/g STP). The existence of such a type-H4 hysteresis
loop might indicate that some structural defects are formed in
the MCM-41 hexagonal channel matrix.

A similar type-H4 hysteresis loop that does not exhibit any
limiting adsorption at highp/p0 values has been observed in a
sample having aggregates of platelike particles, leading to a slit-
shaped pore structure.28,29 We shall discuss our interpretation
of these special hysteresis in section 4. In this section, we first
report the empirical correlation of adsorption hysteresis with
TEM micrographs and synthesis conditions.

3.2. Adsorption Hysteresis and Structural Defects in
MCM-41. Different types of adsorption hysteresis exist in
mesoporous materials. Up to the present, most of the adsorption
hysteresis reported is capillary hysteresis;30,31 for example, the
vertical capillary condensation and evaporation do not occur at
the same vapor pressure. This happens only for pore size greater
than 4 nm. The hysteresis is associated with metastability of
the adsorption branch of the isotherm.32 Because the pore size
in our sample is less than 4 nm, this capillary hysteresis does
not occur in our materials.

The hysteresis we observed is in fact extraordinarily large
and rarely observed in MCM-41. In the literature, the type-H4
hysteresis loop has been ascribed to a slitlike pore structure that
is commonly observed in the pillared materials.26,27We would
like to show in this section that the type of hysteresis we
observed can be correlated with a specific pore defect. To
understand further the relation between hysteresis and pore

Figure 2. Top-view microtome TEM micrographs on thin sections of MCM-41 samples shown in Figure 1. A, sample I; B. sample II; C. sample
III; D, sample IV. Scale bar) 77 nm.
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structure of MCM-41, a microtome TEM technique was used.
In the microtomed TEM micrographs on ultrathin sections of
these samples (Figure 2), we can see clearly the characteristic
honeycomblike MCM-41 hexagonal structures. However, one
can also find additional voids interspersed extensively in samples
II, III, and IV (shown by arrows). These voids (white regions)
are attributed to structural defects. The size of these defects is
not uniform (distributes between 5.0 and 30.0 nm) and their
shapes are irregular. Moreover, the amount and size of the
structural defects in MCM-41 increase in the order: III> IV >
II > I. This sequence is parallel to the size of the hysteresis
loop. In other words, the sample with a larger hysteresis loop
has more structural defects. Thus, we can conclude that the large
type-H4 hysteresis loop in MCM-41 originates from these
structural defects, rather than from the slit or lamellar type of
pore structure as previously reported. Indeed, microtome TEM
technique is a powerful tool. It allows us to observe directly
the bulk structure of MCM-41, rather than the external morphol-
ogy as in the case of high-resolution SEM.33 The defective
MCM-41(def-MCM) framework can be considered as a bundle
of short and discontinuous pure silica or aluminosilicate
nanochannels. An MCM-41 sample consisting of shorter
nanochannels possesses a larger hysteresis loop.

We have found in the27Al and 29Si MAS NMR spectra (not
shown here) of the as-synthesized and calcined MCM-41
materials exhibited in Figures 1 and 2 that the coordination and
degree of local order of aluminum and silica are similar to those
reported previously.34-36 Thus their microscopic structure is
normal. The delayed neutralization procedure is mainly respon-
sible for creating the void defect in the MCM-41 materials
reported here.

3.3. Effect of Synthesis Conditions on Size of Hysteresis
Loop. From Figure 1, one can see that pure silica and
aluminosilicate MCM-41 synthesized from different water
content have distinctively different hysteresis loop size. Besides,
aluminosilicate MCM-41 possesses a larger hysteresis loop than
that of pure silica MCM-41 under similar water content. These
results clearly indicate that the size of the hysteresis loop is
related to both water content and the amount of Al incorporated

in the silica framework. Thus, we must further discuss these
two synthesis factors to offer an optimum composition for
preparing MCM-41 with the desired amount of structural
defects.

Figure 3 shows that varying the water content has a
remarkable influence on the hysteresis loop size of pure silica
and aluminosilicate (Si/Al) 37) MCM-41. First, the size of
the hysteresis loop for aluminosilicate MCM-41 is always larger
than that of pure silica under the same water content. This means
that aluminum incorporation into the silica framework would
promote the formation of structural defects. According to
Lowenstein’s rule, crystalline aluminosilicates such as zeolites
generally avoid the formation of Al-O-Al moieties in their
framework. The crystal size of MCM-41 is reduced by the
incorporation of aluminum into the silica framework. This
structural factor makes the nanochannels of aluminosilicate
MCM-41 shorter than those of silica MCM-41. The shorter
nanorods of the former in the synthesis medium then restructure
into a more defective framework (i.e., def-MCM-41; Figure 2C
and D), whereas those of the latter arrange into a less defective
or a perfect framework (Figure 2A and B).

Second, there is a sharp rise in the hysteresis loop size within
a narrow range of water content in both pure silica and
aluminosilicate MCM-41. To understand this result, we exam-
ined the SEM micrographs of aluminosilicate MCM-41 syn-
thesized from water content of 279 and 168, and having
hysteresis loop size of 68 cm3/g and 146 cm3/g at STP,
respectively (Figure 4A and B). The sample in Figure 4A is
mostly in the normal microparticle morphology, whereas that
of Figure 4B is nearly in the TWT morphology. Under larger
magnification, the TWT hierarchical structure is clearly revealed
in the SEM (Figure 4C) and TEM (Figure 4D) micrographs.
More importantly, there are a variety of structural defects in

Figure 3. Plot of hysteresis loop size of pure silica and aluminosilicate
(Si/Al ) 37) MCM-41 versus water content.

Figure 4. SEM and TEM micrographs of aluminosilicate (Si/Al)
37) MCM-41 synthesized with different water content. (A) SEM
showing particle morphology, water/C16TMABr ) 279; (B) SEM
showing TWT morphology, water/C16TMABr ) 168; (C) larger
magnification of B; (D) TEM of B (scale bar) 45 nm).
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the framework system. Thus for aluminosilicate MCM-41, TWT
morphology always leads to a larger hysteresis loop and more
structural defects than particulate morphology. Therefore, the

TWT morphology of MCM-41 is also an indicator for the
formation of structural defects that are responsible for the
creation of the hysteresis loop.

The influence of water content on the size of the hysteresis
loop can be understood by the mechanism of TWT formation
outlined in our previous report.23 The TWT hierarchical structure
was assumed to be formed from surfactant-aluminosilicate
liquid crystal where the hexagonal and lamellar phases coexist.
Thus there is a narrow range of surfactant/water ratio for the
TWT. For the surfactant-silicate system, it was found that the
water content is crucial for TWT formation.24 The SEM pictures
of the MCM-41 materials synthesized from C12TMAB-C4OH-
silicate with different water content show that tubular morphol-
ogy could be formed only in a proper water content range. At
low water content, the sample is in microparticle form even
when the CmOH concentration was varied.29 In our previous
reports of TWT,23 it was proposed that a mixed lamellar-
hexagonal membrane intermediate, separated by water layers,
is involved. The membranes are stabilized by the electrostatic
and entropy undulation repulsion forces between the membranes.
At low water content condition, the membranes are tightly
aggregated and would not have adequate energy for curving
them into TWT morphology. With higher water content, the
lamellar-hexagonal layers are separated by water and they are
soft enough to be curled to TWT.23 Therefore, the narrow range
of water content where both phases coexist is essential for TWT
formation. When further silica condensation happens, the extra

Figure 5. Plot of hysteresis loop size of aluminosilicate MCM-41
versus Si/Al ratio at water/C16TMABr ) 168.

Figure 6. SEM and microtome TEM micrographs of hollow pure-silica TWT MCM-41 synthesized from C16TMACl-silicate (A, C) and C14-
TMABr-BuOH-silicate (B, D) compositions. Scale bar in Figure 6 C, D is 85 nm.

Void Defects in Aluminosilicate MCM-41 J. Phys. Chem. B, Vol. 104, No. 38, 20008971
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interlayer water is expulsed to form little puddles. Consequently,
we have many voids formed as the relic of water puddles.37,38

This is the reason MCM-41 samples synthesized from such
a water range have a larger hysteresis loop size (Figure 3).
Although pure silica MCM-41 with TWT morphology can also
be prepared from C16TMABr-silicate composition at a proper
water content, the TWT yield is low (about 10%). Probably,
because of the lower yield, its maximum hysteresis loop size is
smaller than that of aluminosilicate MCM-41. Further works
are needed to understand why the structural defects prefer to
grow in the sample with TWT morphology. In brief, the
formation of structural defects in the framework of MCM-41
depends mainly on the amount of incorporated aluminum and
water content, which is reflected in sample morphology.

Next, we shall show that the amount of structural defects
increases with aluminum content in aluminosilicate MCM-41.
Figure 5 shows the variation of hysteresis loop size of
aluminosilicate MCM-41 synthesized with the same water
content of 168, but different Si/Al ratios. Generally, the
hysteresis loop size increases linearly with aluminum content,
as previously assumed. But a sharp rise in loop size is also
observed between Si/Al values of 20 and 65. Referring to the
SEM micrographs of these aluminosilicates, one can see that
only TWT morphology can be obtained in this Si/Al range.
Outside this range, microparticles were formed. This phenom-
enon could be due to the fact that aluminum content also plays
an important role for the creation of TWT morphology.24 As
we have described previously,24 aluminum incorporation can
reduce the size of the membranelike mesostructure intermediate
of C16TMABr-aluminosilicate. When its size reaches a proper
dimension, the membrane can bend into a more thermodynami-
cally stable TWT morphology. At the lower and higher ends of
aluminum content, the intermediate is too thick (or small) to
create the TWT morphology. Therefore, microparticles were
formed instead of TWT. In summary, the amount of defects in
particlelike aluminosilicate MCM-41 increases linearly with
aluminum content. However, the creation of TWT morphology
further enhances the formation of an extra amount of void defect.

3.4. Pore System in Pure Silica Hollow TWT MCM-41.
Because tubular morphology is generally associated with
extensive void defects, we would like to examine more closely
the various tubular forms and the associated defects. In addition
to the Al-containing TWT hierarchical structure,23 pure silica
TWT hierarchical structure can also be synthesized from C16-
TMACl-silicate or C14TMABr-BuOH-silicate composition
as reported previously .29 The two SEM micrographs in Figure
6A and B show that the hollow TWT MCM-41 can be obtained
in high yield. The microtome TEM micrographs in Figure 6C
and D offer a better view of these structures, which consist of
a micron-sized central pore (indicated by arrow I), submicron-
sized structural defects (arrow II), and nanochannels. This is
the first example of a mesoporous sample with a trimodal pore
system, for example, the nanochannels of MCM-41, and the
voids and the central big hollow channel (micron-size) of TWT.
As in the case of aluminosilicate TWT MCM-41, this hollow
pure silica TWT sample also possesses a larger hysteresis loop
(about 40-100 cm3/g STP) than that of particlelike MCM-41
(Figure 7). It is reasonable to suppose that the channels of pure
silica TWT MCM-41 are also highly interconnected and could
be used as catalyst support or adsorbent for large molecules.

3.5. Varying Surfactant Chain Length.Next, we investigate
the hysteresis loop using surfactant with different carbon chain
length. Using the same delayed neutralization process, we make
the MCM-41 materials at a proper water content where void

formation is expected. Indeed, we can create similar type-H4
hysteresis in the sorption behavior for MCM-41 prepared with
all the carbon chain length surfactants, from C10TMAB to C16-
TMAB. As expected, capillary condensation occurs at lesser
vapor pressure for shorter chain length surfactants, giving
narrower pore (Figure 8). But surprisingly, all the desorption
loops of Def-MCM41 in Figure 8 occurred at the samep/p0

value of about 0.5 irrespective of the chain length. It seems
that there is a constant curvature for the nucleation of the
desorbing nitrogen. It could reflect a heterogeneous nucleation
process dictating either a definite curvature or a definite pore
size. This phenomenon needs further investigation.

In summary, one can use the delayed neutralization process
to create voids up to several tens of nanometers in MCM-41

Figure 7. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of hollow pure-silica
TWT MCM-41 obtained from C16TMACl-silicate and C14TMABr-
BuOH-silicate compositions.

Figure 8. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of aluminosilicate
MCM-41 prepared from CnTMABr-aluminosilicate composition (n )
10-16).
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materials with varying channel diameters. The existence of
structural defects in aluminosilicate MCM-41 made its channels
more interconnected than pure silica MCM-41.

4. Discussion

In this section, we discuss three aspects of the observation
on the extensive void formation in MCM-41 leading to the
interconnection between linear channels. First, we explain the
cause of the unusual hysteresis behavior of nitrogen adsorption,
such as in Figure 1, on the basis of our detailed observation of
voids and its correlation with the extent of hysteresis. Second,
we shall discuss the cause of the formation of the void defects.
Third, we will summarize our previous observation on the better
performance of catalyst with tubular MCM-41 as catalyst
support in the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene. The better
diffusion in the channel system of TWT is proposed as the cause.

4.1. Hysteresis Behavior in a Network of Mesopores.
Whereas the gas adsorption behavior of MCM-41 has been
extensively studied,39,40the special type-H4 hysteresis of MCM-
41 has not been investigated. This, by itself, deserves careful
study in the future. Here, we present a brief interpretation on
the basis of our nitrogen adsorption data.

We now examine closely the special adsorption curves
(Figures 7 and 8) with large and wide hysteresis loops (above
p/p0 ) 0.5). Everett41 in a review of adsorption hysteresis
extensively discussed and gave possible explanations for the
existence of such a phenomenon. One case deserving special
attention is the hysteresis of an extensively interconnected
porous network. Later, Mayagoitia et al.42 extensively discussed
the adsorption/desorption hysteresis in capillary condensation
in a network of mesoporous cavity and connecting “channels”.

The porous MCM-41 can be visualized as a connected
network of alternated elements, the voids, and the capillary
channels. The interaction between the voids and the capillary
channels are a little bit complicated. Let us examine the top
adsorption isotherm (with alphabet labels) in Figure 8, as it is
typical in our sample.

To help us understand the whole sorption-desorption process,
we use a scheme used by Janicke et al.36 to explain the process
in Figure 9. Here, we plot the pore-size distributionschemati-
cally including the voids. The void sizes are widely distributed
according to our TEM observation. The shaded area represents
the extent of pore filling. The letters in Figure 9 correspond to
those in Figure 8.

For the ascending (adsorption) isotherm, the first vertical rise
in volume reflects the size of nanochannels in capillary
condensation. The slow rise from points E to A represents the
gradual condensation of nitrogen in the defects and external
surface. Upon descending, the rapid decrease from A to B
reflects the macropore of interparticle voids. However, the
isotherm between B and C remains flat, more or less. Basically,
the failure of liquid nitrogen evaporation at pressure greater than
point C in Figure 8 is due to the pore-blocking effect in the
defective voids of MCM-41. Some of the voids are close to the
external surface and have less pore-blocking effect. Hence the
nitrogen is probably easily desorbed. Thus, we still have a slow
decrease from B to C. At point C, however, the driving force
for evaporation is strong enough that a lot of cooperative
evaporations happen at the same pressure. This is due to the
opening-up of the interconnecting channels between voids. The
pore-blocking effect can be visualized as in Figure 9 D. The
corresponding pore size at points C and D is about 3.7 nm, if
one uses hemispherical approximation for the invading interface.
An alternative interpretation would be that the wall between a

neighboring pair of the void-connecting channels is missing (a
line defect) and a hemi-ellipsoidal interface would roughly give
one ap/p0 ) 0.5 according to the Thomson equation. The TEM
micrographs in Figure 2D and Figure 4D could be reasonably
interpreted this way. Upon further descending to points E and
F, another sharp capillary desorption occurs, and this corre-
sponds to the primary mesopores of MCM-41. Accordingly, one
would expect that most of the pore deblocking of the voids
would occur between points C and D when the hysteresis loop
is big. The TEM micrograph of Figure 2D indicates that there
are extensive voids in the material, and one expects a higher
probability of the void being connected by many defective
channels. Thus one has pore deblocking at a pressure higher
than the evaporation of the primary pore.

On the basis of hydrogen adsorption studies, Edler et al.43

had previously proposed that MCM-41 samples possessing
channels interconnected by pathways are capable of supporting
bulk hydrogen. Their evidence was a nonequilibrium sudden
desorption of hydrogen. The evidence seems similar to ours for
nitrogen sorption. However, the cause could be different. Further
studies are needed.

4.2. Consequence of Transport in Catalysis.Thus, we have
identified for the first time a special void defect structure in
MCM-41 by the combination of special synthesis conditions,
TEM examination, and nitrogen adsorption study of the
hysteresis. The voids are rather densely populated such that
individual channels do not run very long before connecting to

Figure 9. Schematic description of the progress of nitrogen adsorp-
tion-desorption in the void containing MCM-41 materials. The letters
in this figure denote the stage of evolution as in the top curve of Figure
8. Shaded areas represent the filled portion of the pore size distribution.
The sharp left-most peak belongs to the primary pore; the smaller peak
represents the defective channels. The broad distribution at large size
is due to the internal voids. On the desorption branch, pore blocking
leads to the sudden drop between D and F.
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a void. We conclude that the channel network becomes
effectively better interconnected because of the existence of
voids connecting the channels. One would expect that the
transport of materials becomes easier in such defective MCM-
41. The mixing of molecules across the channels is easier. Such
evidence has been previously presented in our MCM-41-
supported catalysis study.25,26 We discuss further the implica-
tions in light of the present study.

Previously, we used MCM-41 in both tubular and particulate
morphologies as the support for molybdenum and iron oxide
catalysts in the ethylbenzene dehydrogenation reaction.26 The
tubular MCM-41-supported catalyst prepared by physical mixing
and spreading gave the highest catalytic activity for both
molybdenum and iron oxide in the production of styrene
(Figures 5 and 6 of ref 26). We have suggested that the defects
formed in MCM-41 made the channels of tubular MCM-41
(denoted as MT) effectively interconnected and provided a better
transport of reactant and product in the catalytic reaction. Hence,
tubular MCM-41-supported samples gave higher conversion in
the catalyzed reaction than particulate MCM-41-supported ones.
In light of our observation of extensive voids in the channel
system of TWT form of MCM-41, we can interpret the
difference in catalytic performance in terms of better material
transport in the tubular MCM-41 support.

In the MCM-supported MoO3 catalyst, the tubular MCM-41
supported catalyst(Mo+MT) is the best-performing catalyst with
the highest steady-state and initial activity.26 The decay rate is
the lowest even under the influence of intense acid-catalyzed
side reactions known to produce coke. The high porosity of the
tubular framework as a result of interchannel connection played
a determining role in the catalytic reaction. The better inter-
channel diffusion helped catalysis in three ways: (a) Allows a
better spreading of MoO3 from external to its entire surface,
and this increases the concentration of reactive centers (possibly
pairs of neighboring Mo sites). (b) Allows a better diffusion of
reactant and product because each segment of the tubule can
be considered as a small particle of MP. In this respect, the
activity will be improved because the diffusion path (to the
active site) is shorter than the case with particle morphology.
(c) Allows a better spreading of the reduced MoOx species
formed during the course of reaction through its entire surface,
thus lowering the possibility of sintering in a reduced environ-
ment.26

5. Conclusions

The synthesis and characterization of defects, voids, and line
defects in silica and aluminosilicate MCM-41 were described.
We have provided further information on the fascinating relation
between the type-H4 hysteresis behavior and structural defects.
The morphology of product formed and the aluminum content
in the synthesis gel have apparently affected the amount and
nature of the structural defects. These structural defects have
the ability of making the nanochannels highly interconnected,
and thus, improving the diffusion of large molecules in the
MCM-41 framework system. Not surprisingly, we have found
that molybdenum oxide or iron oxide supported on TWT
aluminosilicate MCM-41 has higher catalytic activity for
ethylbenzene dehydrogenation than that on particlelike pure
silica MCM-41. Owing to their large surface area and tunable
interconnected nanopore size, these mesoporous materials with
nanometer size voids in the pore systems can find broad
applications in areas such as catalysis, separation technology,
biomaterial engineering, and optical, electronic, and sensing
devices.
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